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Abstract— Wireless ad-hoc networks are power constrained 
since nodes operate with restricted battery energy. If some nodes 
die early thanks to loss of energy, they cannot communicate 
with one another. Energy economical routing theme deals with 
economical utilization of energy resources. By regulation the 
first reduction of battery, adapt the facility to line the suitable 
energy of a node and consolidate t he minimum energy policy 
into the protocols utilized in varied layers of protocol stack. In 
fact, nodes residual energy utilization once threshold ought to 
be increase the energy utilization of networks. during this paper 
alert mechanism for node energy awareness is proposed. 
During this mechanism, to boost lifespan of nodes within the 
network once nodes sporadically consume or accept battery 
power throughout the transmission planned approach decides 
limit of remaining battery power of nodes. Once nodes battery 
power reach to the limit they stops further events like 
participation in routing or forwarding of different nodes 
information. During this case, node   involves solely own 
transmission instead of others. 

Keywords—  DSR, Energy Consumption, PDR, AODV, Routing 
Protocols.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

An ad hoc network is novel class of wireless network 
during which set of mobile devices ar communicated in 
restricted transmission vary. An ad hoc network doesn't use 
centralized administration like cellular network. It make 
sure that the network can refrain functioning simply 
because one amongst the nodes are travels out of the vary 
of different . Nodes should be able to enter and leave the 
network as they need [1]. Due to the outlined transmission 
vary of the nodes, multiple hops are typically required to 
reach different nodes. The topology of ad hoc networks 
varies with time as nodes move, be part of or leave the 
network. This topological instability needs a routing 
protocol to run on every node to form and maintain routes 
among the nodes. Mobile ad-hoc networks may be 
deployed in areas wherever a wired network infrastructure 
could also be inadmissible  thanks to reasons like value or 
convenience. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several techniques are developed to handle the energy 
potency problems in impromptu networks. limitations. the 
matter of maximising the network lifespan of a painter, i.e. 
the period throughout that the network is absolutely 
operating. they bestowed a resourceful solution known as 

EPAR that is largely associate improvement on DSR[1]. 
the authors explore power-aware metrics to use with 
routing protocols on prime of their max power savings 
protocol [2], PAMAS [3], They indicate that the strategy 
followed by the various routing protocols that aren't power 
acutely aware would cause quick depletion of battery 
power and therefore fast degradation of the network 
operation. In their simulations, the authors used sparsely 
inhabited networks and that they failed to think about 
quality in their simulations. Their reason behind not 
victimization quality is that the analysis is finished for 
power management and not routing. In our read, quality 
incorporates a goodish impact on the performance of 
power economical mechanisms. The authors don't appear 
to possess considered idle energy consumption in their 
simulations either. The authors show an extra improvement 
of five -15% on prime of what PAMAS offers. The results 
conjointly show that the enhancements are best once the 
load conditions are moderate and are negligible just in case 
of low or high load conditions. 

Power-Aware Routing Protocol 

A power-aware routing protocol that distributes power 
consumption equally over nodes and minimizes the general 
transmission power is proposed[4]. The authors propose 
route choice mechanisms for routing protocols supported a 
replacement metric, the drain rate[5]. They propose the 
Minimum Drain Rate (MDR) mechanism which includes 
their new metric into the routing method. They conjointly 
introduce the Conditional Minimum Drain Rate (CMDR) 
as MDR by itself doesn't guarantee that the whole 
transmission energy is decreased  over a given route. 

• CDMR tries to reinforce the nodes and connections 
lifespan whereas minimizing the whole transmission 
energy consumed per packet. 

• Every node monitors the energy consumption and 
calculates the drain rate (DR). 

The route is then chosen supported the best lifespan worth 
of the various ways wherever GHB lifespan of a path is 
calculate d because the minimum worth of the value 
operate over the trail. thanks to variations in energy drain 
rate over time. 

The Conditional MDR (CMDR) chooses a path with 
minimum total transmission energy among all ways set up 
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by nodes with a lifespan above a precise worth. once no 
route matches this condition, MDR is employed. The 
authors used the DSR routing formula [9] to implement 
their formula. They used the energy model of with 
modifications to the parameters. They failed to embody a 
number of t he model’s elements and that they failed to 
embody the idle energy in their calculations of the drain 
rate. rather than idle energy, they enclosed energy 
consumed in overhearing solely. we have a tendency to 
think about this to be a supply of serious quality within 
their methodology that may have an effect on the results 
particularly in the case of distributed networks. Amongst 
different modifications to the DSR formula. Localized 
power aware routing algorithms are devised on the belief 
that every network node has correct info concerning the 
placement of its neighbours and also the destination 
node[6]. Nodes exchange location info via management 
messages. 3 algorithms are proposed: power-efficient 
routing, efficient routing and power-cost economical 
routing algorithms. 

Power-Efficient Routing algorithmic program 

In the power-efficient routing algorithmic program, every 
node decides to forward packets that are meant for a 
precise destination to a neighbour based on the minimum 
transmission power between this causation node and its 
neighbours. 

Cost-Efficient Routing algorithmic program 

In the cost-effective routing algorithmic program, the node 
chooses the neighbour to send to, if the destination isn't 
within sight, supported a value operate which will consist, 
for instance, of the add of price |the value| of causation to 
the current neighbour and the calculable cost of the route 
from the neighbour up to the destination. This latter a part 
of the price is assumed to be proportional to the amount of 
hops in between. 

Power-Cost economical Routing algorithmic program 

The power-cost economical routing algorithmic program 
uses a mixture of the 2 higher than metrics, within the type 
of either the merchandise or the add of those metrics. The 
authors ran their experiments on networks with high 
property. In their analysis, the authors showed all their 
strategies to possess restricted success with giant space 
sizes. Therefore, they modified them to induce nodes to 
forward to neighbours providing they're nearer to 
destination. This inflated delivery rate to around ninety 
fifth from highest of fifty nine before modification. Their 
results showed that nodes with the cost-effective and 
power-cost economical strategies last longer than with the 
power- economical technique. And of all strategies, the 
power-cost routing strategies give highest energy savings. 

Selecting the transmission path dynamically through 
regular change of secretion of transmission path expects to 
boost routing performance[7]. RREQ message packets will 

be termed as secretion in terms of normal algorithmic 
program of ACO utilized by the ants[8]. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The nodes in a commercial hoc network are affected  by 
battery power for his or her operation. 

In ad-hoc network every node has restricted battery power 
and each power sources have a restricted lifespan. Power 
accessibility is one amongst the foremost necessary 
constraints for the operation of the impromptu network. 
Each node consume quantity of energy for per transmission 
of information. Note that every message transmission and 
reception drains battery power [9]. If a node drains its 
energy and is unable to forward any message, it moves out 
of the network. During this case, the route is brake and 
routing protocol finds an alternate route via route 
discovery. However, nodes dying like this adversely have 
an effect on the operational life time of impromptu 
network. first wherever the dying nodes can communicate 
with finish points can fail. Secondly, even once the dying 
nodes don't seem to be the act finish points, network 
property can become sparser and network partition 
becomes additional possible. 

Nodes within the ad-hoc network consume battery power 
throughout the transmission and quantity of periods the 
battery power of node is drains out that creates the 
likelihood of information loss, interrupt transmission and 
causes network partitions. to beat or resolve those 
downside many techniques is suggested with routing 
protocol. These technique aware or inform regarding the 
energy power of every node in t he network throughout the 
invention of routes. Some additional further approaches are 
recommended for economical routing with power 
awareness and up lifespan of network. 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Power consumption throughout communication between 
nodes is principally attributable to transmit-receive 
module. Whenever a node remains alive, energy gets  
consumed at  the  time  of    transmission and  reception of  
packets. Even once  the  node  is  not  actively 
collaborating in communication, however is within the 
listening mode watching for the packets, the battery keeps 
discharging[26]. The computation power indicates that the 
facility spent in calculation takes place within the nodes 
throughout routing and power changes. 

To solve the information loss downside attributable to node 
battery depletion, AN approach named as remaining 
battery power acknowledge is professional posed . to 
reinforce lifespan of nodes within the network once nodes 
sporadically consume or place confidence in battery power 
throughout the transmission projected approach decides 
limit of remaining battery power of nodes. once nodes 
battery power reach to the limit they stops further events 
like participation in routing or forwarding of different 
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nodes information. during this case, node  involves solely 
own transmission instead of oth ers. within the projected 
approach to reinforce lifespan of nodes still as network that 
influence attributable to lack of information regarding 
battery depletion of nodes. projected approach has 
additionally motive to transmission of information by 
themselves instead of different nodes transmission if 
battery of th ESE reach to limit. The projected approach 
works by deciding limit of battery power of node to 
prevent further transmission. the worth of limit of battery 
power treat as alert signal for the nodes for involving these 
in further communication or not. If nodes battery reach at  
limit then nodes solely do these own transmission instead 
of others. 

  These all the things defined in below algorithm. 

Algo BPA(N[], BP[]) 

N[], BP[], is array of nodes and battery power 
{ 
Declare Sbp=0.8J ,Rbp=0.5J, Fbp=0.3J, Dbp=0.2, 
Sbp=0.1J; 
 Declare i, j, B_LIMIT=0.8J , B=100J; 
 Repeat i to N 
{ 
  BP[i]=B; 
  C: If ( N[i]->Send(D, N[j])) 
            BP[i]=BP[i]-Sbp; 
       Else If ( N[i]->Recieve(D, N[j]))  
            BP[i]=BP[i]-Rbp; 
       Else If ( N[i]->Forward(D, N[j]))  
           BP[i]=BP[i]-Fbp; 
      Else If ( N[i]->Drop(D))  
          BP[i]=BP[i]-Dbp; 
      IF BP[i]=BP[i]-Sbp;  
     IF (BP[i]==B_LIMIT) 
  {  
  Alert (N[i]); 
  } 
  Else 
      Continue C; 
} 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

We get Simulator Parameter like Number of nodes, 
Dimension, Routing protocol, traffic etc. 

The performance of proposed approach is evaluated by 
considering of various network parameters such packet 
delivery ratio, throughput, routing overhead, remaining 
enrgy etc. 

Packet Delivery Ratio 

Packet Delivery Ratio is a ratio of number of received 
packets from number of sent packets by sender. We 
formulize this as 

PDR= (Rx/Send)* 100 

If packet delivery ratio is higher it means our 
performance is best. Updated energy mechanism gives 
better PDR as compare to the previous energy 
mechanism till the end of simulation shown in fig 5.1 

According to below table 5.1 we simulate our network. 

Number of nodes 100 

Dimension of simulated area 800×600 

Initial node energy ( joules) 100 

Threshold value(joule) 25 

Minimum threshold value(joule) 1 

Simulation time (seconds) 150 

Radio range 250m 

Traffic type CBR, 3pkts/s 

Packet size (bytes) 512 

Number of traffic connections 4, 30 

Maximum Speed (m/s) 35 

Node movement Random 

Tx energy consumption 1.5J 

Rx energy consumption 1.0J 

 

 

Fig 5.1 Packet Delivery Ratio Comparison 

Routing Load Comparison 

Routing load is the one of the most important factor of 
analysis. Here we clearly see that routing load in normal 
case are nearly equal as compared to energy update case 
because in normal case nodes are lost their energy and the 
energy of all the nodes are random then if two or three 
nodes are lost their energy out of fifty then communication 
is only possible among less than fifty number of  nodes 
then more number ofrouting packets are transmitted for 
connection establishment. But in energy update case after 
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threshold value each node will generate their energy 
means routing load is less. 

 

Fig 5.2 Routing Load Comparison 

Remaining Energy and Throughput 

Figure 5.3 A and B show the remaining energy of each 
node in the network after implementing proposed energy. 
Remaining energy represents with respect of node number 
in x title and energy in joule in y title. 

NUMBER OF NODES 

 

Fig 5.3 A- Proposed Remaining node energy 

NUMBER OF NODES 

 

Fig 5.3 B- Existing Remaining node energy 

Number of 
Nodes 

Average 
Throughput 
(Existing) 

Average Throughput 
(Proposed) 

25 274 348.07 
50 641 1055.3 
75 689 803.6 

100 686 866 
 

Table 5.2 Average throughput comparison between existing 
and proposed approach 

Number of 
Nodes 

Average Throughput 
(Existing) 

Average Throughput 
(Proposed) 

25 80.922 97.040 
50 71.942 89.806 
75 70.678 88.843 

100 70.217 85.217 
Table 5.3 Average remaining energy- comparison between 

existing and proposed approach 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Node energy is precious resources in mobile unintended 
network, network operation periods laid low with power 
dissipation quantitative relation of nodes. Battery power 
consumption depends on load of nodes as a result of 
intermediate nodes work as routers that area unit receive 
knowledge from downstream and send to upstream nodes. 
thus this reason battery power of intermediate nodes is 
drained out earlier as terminal nodes. the ability of 
intermediate nodes  is  drained  out  earlier  then  network 
divided and  short  communication periods occurred. 
projected mechanism reduced the dissipation of battery 
power of nodes that permits nodes to send previous 
knowledge and alert concerning power standing of nod Es 
to get new other ways. projected mechanism improved 
communication periods and minimize network divided. 
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